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Mix it Up this Thursday - Biz & Creative Showcase 8/25

	 

 Design by: www.bakeryinteractive.com

This Thursday will be happenin'! Why? Because the creative East Side shared workspace where I "perch" when I'm not visiting local

businesses or meeting with Austin's fabulous inhabitants, Perch Coworking, is hosting a one-of-a-kind artsy, techy, musical,

laid-back, sangria fountain-pouring event! I'm calling it a "mini-block party", since the fun is bound to spill out onto the sidewalk of

the condo building where it's housed.

*Disclosure: I manage the social media for Perch and helped coordinate this event. They are a client of LocalizeAustin, my business

services. 

A major reason why I'm so in love with Austin is how local businesses, artists, musicians, entrepreneurs, and socialites can all come

together to celebrate community! And, this event is a pure example of the communal support and social interest of our diverse

surroundings - over 15 businesses and artists are participating! Take a look at the community members who are participating,

grab a friend or two or three, and stop by for some FREE local food drinks ('til the last), art (free for viewing), music, mix and

mingle, and just unwind! Learn more and share the event from Facebook.

Rachelle King Art: http://www.rachelleking.com/

Hi5Mobile Marketing: http://www.hi5mobilemarketing.com/

The Bakery Interactive: http://www.thebakeryinteractive.com/

Moonshine Sweet Tea: http://www.moonshinesweettea.com/

Cinco Vodka: http://www.cincovodka.com/

Big Big Bomb: http://bigbigbomb.com/

Rockin' Rolls: http://www.rockinrollsatx.com/

Sweet n' Dirty Treats: http://www.sweetndirtytreats.com/

SLACKER Magazine: http://www.slackermagazine.com/

Beanitos: http://www.beanitos.com/

SketchArts: http://www.sketcharts.com/

Sun Farm Kitchens: www.sunfarmkitchens.ca/
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Clayworks: www.clayworks.net/

Lil' Mama's Delicious Desserts n' More: www.deliciousdessertsnmore.com

Andy Sams Photography: http://www.andysams.com/

Tunes by:

Reggie O'Farrell of The Womb Recording Studio

Brian Ellis of Red Falcon
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